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A land in darkness
Iran has everything except good rulers

Hamburg , 01.08.2023, 23:58 Time

USPA NEWS - Iran is a great name, but the Islamic Republic is so unworthy that the people of Iran no longer want the words "Islamic
Republic" to be associated with their country. These people deserve the best, as they are informed, intelligent, peaceful, and most
importantly, they have some of the world's brightest students and graduates.

Iran's people are patient, kind, caring, and love hosting tourists, welcoming friendship with the whole world. However, the government
led by Ayatollah Khamenei has no connection with the people. The people of this country are intellectually, scientifically, and morally
superior to their government.
which is corrupt, oppressive, and has preferred disrespecting, devaluing, and making the passport worthless to suppress this great
nation. But after the murder of Mahsa Amini by the government, nothing returned to normal in Iran. Yet, every person I talk to and
interview among the respectful people of Iran tells me that this government has no future and must go. No matter how much effort it
puts into suppressing its opposition, it is futile and insignificant.

Is Ali Khamenei fearless in the face of the people who are well-informed and wise these days?

Surely, Ali Khamenei realizes that his government is severely crumbling and has lost its legitimacy among the people of Iran. The
corrupt and oppressive regime of Khamenei has been trying to portray the situation in revolutionary Iran as normal in recent months.

However, in one religious ceremony, even those who had religious beliefs no longer feel any connection to the terrorist government of
Khamenei. They understand that the overall frustration with the Iranian regime includes issues related to freedom of thought, equality,
the economy, and good relations with America, Israel, and Europe.

The people of Iran are just waiting for the smallest excuse to return to the streets of their country, and all Iranians have united in a
strange and historic way. They no longer accept the rule of the religious tyranny, even according to some Islamic conservatives in Iran.

They are aware of the severe dictatorship of Khamenei and, most importantly, they know that they do not disrespect any belief. They
have chosen the path of peaceful struggle against the corrupt Islamic Republic government.

These people are so kind and oppressed that they say these days they have no desire for revenge, even against the cruel and unjust
government of Khamenei. Surely, after the oppressive rule of Khamenei, the people of Iran will demand a very fair trial for those who
have not established any justice in Iran, and they will seek accountability for the damage, lies, and enmity with the whole world and
their own people.

I am sure that if Iran returns to a normal country without insane rulers, the people of Iran and many ethnic groups within Iran would
desire peace in both economic and social aspects, and a world without animosity and enmity. Undoubtedly, the people of Iran need
support these days.

They have shown patience, but in the end, they have seen nothing but ruthless violence from the government. Despite economic
sanctions and impoverishing the people of Iran, they have endured and tolerated, but it seems that these people no longer want to be
deprived of their rights. Even with baseless imprisonments, lack of freedom of expression, and inequality, they have endured until now,
but I believe that their endurance and patience will come to an end soon.

These days, the people of Iran do not even have access to clean water, and the government still does not listen to their voices. With
the slightest protest, they face insane verdicts, even for prominent artists and public figures. This is deeply concerning and also
heartening because every passing day strengthens the people's determination to overthrow the corrupt regime of the Islamic Republic.
Moreover, emotionally, after the significantly high number of killings and direct shootings, especially targeting children, the people are
greatly distressed. It can boldly be said that if the people of Iran only have a little peace of mind and receive support for their revolution
from other countries, they may overthrow the dirty Islamic Republic government in less than four days.



Please note that this article is solely written by me, and these opinions are entirely personal due to my high analysis and interpretation
regarding Iran.

The people of Iran have proven that they no longer believe in the ridiculous ideologies of the government and they only desire
reconciliation with the world and the transformation of Iran into a normal country. The Iranian government may try to control the
situation with ruthless and undoubtedly unjust detentions for a few months, but it is very close to the point where the brave people of
Iran, representing 98% of the population, will return to the streets in a united decision. The government is getting closer to its downfall
every day.

The people of Iran do not ask for much in terms of support; they simply request that all countries refrain from engaging in profitable
transactions with the Islamic Republic for a while, so as to contribute to the regime's downfall. The freedom of Iran would benefit all
countries in the world; Iran possesses a great culture, civilization, and history, and this should be an incentive for all major nations to
strongly support the people of Iran.
An Amazing Land In The World Is Too Support Reza Pahlavi.

Thank you for reading this article.

This piece is solely my personal opinion, and I hope for a day when all countries strive for reconciliation and benevolence with no
conflicts among themselves. It is up to you to judge whether we need to support the people of Iran. To experience a more beautiful
world, Ayatollah Khamenei and the Islamic Republic must fall, accepting their own downfall.
And I Think So The Best Option For Support to Be An Future ruler In Iran Is Reza Pahlavi.
And I Wish So That all The Country In The World From Now Only Deal With Reza Pahlavi , And Start to Support Him.

Please Believe That Free Iran , Is Great Opportunity For All The Nationality.
For Example The First Thing Will Change In Iran After Islamic Republic Is that , Stop Terrorism Group , And Stop To Support Terrorist
Organizations In The World.

Thank You For Reading , Think About Free Iran Can Have How Many Benefit For All The Countries. 
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